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CYBERNETICS THEORY
UNITY OF NATURE THEORY

INTRODUCTION
DECLARATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL

The individual is the fountainhead of all creation. The motion of individual creation
cannot be surpassed, the entire omniverse is dependent upon the quantity of energy
that is emitted from each individual atom in order to propagee itself. Individual
energy is the core of society, a society is no better than the combined energy of all
its individuals. Governments, fantastic power systems, all reduce the individual to
a diminutive status, yet their very existence is dependent upon the quantum of energy
within the individual. This quantum of energy is the contingent factor on their ultimate
survival. One single creative idea has unified all nature and that idea came to a
creative individual. Nations may propagandize spectacular feats, but nothing, nothing,
absolutely nothing can surpass the creative feats of the individual, it is the velocity
of Light itself, it is the fountainhead of TIME.

On the morning of July 20th, 1961, at Washington Bay, Alaska, man went through the
Time barrier with a probability question in which feedback created by extreme mass
proved the theory itself. The one idea created was that light squares itself to the
propagation limit. That the light square is the orgasm of light. The mind is a
dimension or suspension of Relative Time. That entire suspensions are created at once
and the brain is an exact replica of the suspension itself. Becoming aware of this sus-
pension is becoming aware of the functioning of your own brain. The brain can function
consistently with this Time suspension. The brain is relative to this suspension and
this suspension is relative to an absolute animated brain. The Omniverse is Intelligent
it is supreme intelligence itself, the human brain is relative to it. The one idea
that led to this discovery was that light squares - itself to where it creates itself,
each time it squares itself is the orgasm of Light. The speed of Light is not 186,000
miles persecond, but squares itself at the crest of its next frequency or 34,596,000,000
and then that squares itself at the crest of the next frequency and when this notion
reaches the speed of absolute velocity it creates new suspensions. Each suspension is
relative to itself and contains within itself dimensions (or within its frame of
reference galaxies). The Milky Way is a dimension, a suspension is relative to sub-
sequent suspensions (the radient energy or motion of all emitted Light from all
previous matter). This one idea of a chain of squares unites all branches of science
mathematics, psychology, physics, chemistry, astronomy, philosophy, religion, semantics
and it even unites divergent opinions within the disciplines themselves. The entire
theoreticaL Lruccure will come under Dr. Norbert Weiner's heading of Cybernetics as
it is basically a theory of the mind as a machine consistent with all natural phenomena.
I have read several definitions of the Science of Cybernetics and believe that all
theory, at least my theory should come under it. It is the science of the brain as
being consistent with natural phenomena of which it is. The Unity of Nature theory is
Einstein's own idea as he believed his unified field theory was a transition theory and
that the next major theory would unify all nature. The declaration of the individual
is simply that societal order will always follow individual Self order. The individual
is the fountainhead of all. creation.

This particular treatice is being written and created by the individual that found
it. Out of fifty pages of theories I will edit it down to ten or fifteen pages. It
will be reproduced for subsequent mailing by my own energy and effort. The treatice
will be sent to major communication networks and institutions. Man has just taken the
next step up the evolutionary ladder. If this treatice is ignored man will continue



at his snails pace. If it is accepted a new dignity and integrity and fidelity
will be given to the Individual. I speak to individualsif they will listen. If
they listen they are individuals. The Constitution and Declaration of Independence
and Freedom will live and man will be alive as these documents are. This is the
story of America and an American, "Any dangerous spot is tenable if brave men will
make it so," John Kennedy.

CYBERNETICS THEOR

BRAIN ORGASM THEORY: BO2T The Gestalt of the brain is a Time dimension or
suspension that is relative to natural phenomena of which
it is a part of. This Gestalt can be reached by compounding
squares of Light. The synapses in the brain square light until
the mind and organism is consistent with the Gestalt of its
Time suspension or dimension. This dimension is relative to
absolute Time. The brain is relative to an absolute brain.
The relativity of the brain is consistent with the natural
phenonema. The brain is the pilot or steersman of relative
Time. His job is to control and regulate the means according
to the end prescribed by the captain absolute Tins. The brain
is the intermediary between relative phenomena and absolute
phenomena. The human brain is a relative system or frame of
reference consistent with relativity of systems of which its
Gestalt is a part. It is also relative to an absolute brain being
animated Time itself, and all subsequent time phenomena.

UNITY OF NATURE III90RIES

TIM ORGASM THEORY: TO2T Motion converts to energy at the square of Light and
through compounding squares (synapses) can carry you to the
limit of relative Time, the suspended Gestalt of the brain or
the relative Time dimension of the brain. At the very moment
of creation E=MC2 where motion times the squares of Light
equals creation plus energy and reverts back to itself. It is
here you enter Time and through compounding squares can carry
you to the Gestalt of relative Time. Time or the Fourth Di-
mension gives absolute order to the mind through Time Reinforce-
ments.

ORGASM THEORY: RO2AD2 Motion converts to energy at the square of Light and compounds
itself to relative Time (a dimension or suspension of a quantum of
Time). Relative Time emits Light which increases in velocity until
at maximum velocity there is an orgasm and it propagates itself. The
motion is continually squared converting to energy at each square
until it reaches the velocity of MV02C (maxumm velocity of all squares
to the orgasm and creation of new mass). It is a pulsating phenomena
that moves into a vacuum and creates new suspensions of Time, that as
new ones are created old ones move away from one another, each new
pulsation curves And the vacuum it moves into pulls the suspensions
or systems to a perifery 'and as they move away from one another in
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ORGASM THEORY: the center so that the density of the fundamental matter may be kept
(Continued) constant the center vacuum becomes the outer vacuum. The vacuum

moves into itself and out of itself. Light pulsations are not only
sent into the vacuum but are pulled into the vacuum by extreme ac-
celerated velocities where mass itself attracts itself and creates
matter. The physical orgasm is simply the square of Light
34,596,000,000 this is the creation of Life. L* 02C. This one force
assures nature of its propagation, sot only of life but of matter
as well. The brain is an orgasm (a dimension or suspension of Time)
within itself is an exact replica of the dimension. Through synapses
or Light squares (orgasms themselves) the brain can think at a
fantastic speed. The orgasism can be one with the dimension through
compounding Light squares to the infinity of relative Time. (A
system or suspension). The synapse in the brain to identical to the
brain. The brain is identical to a Time dimension (itself an orgasm)
a time dimension is identical to a Time suspensAon (a system of dimen-
sions). The system or relative Time is identical to animated Time
or absolute Time. (Time in Creation). All orgasms are Time reinforce-
ments that tend to equilibrium and haraosy with Time itself. In a
sense every action is reinforced by Time, a decision by the captain,
the execution of that decision is done by the intermediary, the pilot.
He is the steersman that receives signals from the captain to cntrol
the ship and guide it to safety.

TINB THEORY: At the moment of Creation you enter the fourth dimension. Which through
compoundinge of Time Reinforcements (orgasms) can carry you to relative
infinity. The Gestalt of the mind. A Time dimension or suspension.

INFIITY THEORY: The organism can generate itself to the point of infinity through
Time reinforcements, answers to questions will come ftst and furious
and quickly you will come to the probability question as to the
relativity of Time. The anever to this question is that it is
relative within systems (suspension.) but it is also absolute. in
order to get this answer the brain waves will momentarily hit
extreme feedback speed. The mass within your brain will increase as
the velocity increases. This pressure has to be released by screaming
to equalise the pressure uL thin the brain. The mass within the brain
equals in proporation the propagation of light speeds where mass is
created.

UNITY THEORY: Organisms and Time dimensions (orgasme) can have complete commication
with one another.

INTELLIGENCB THBORY: Contingent upon the mind reinforcing itself.

MYSTERY THEORY: Absolute Intelligence is impossible, it is relative to the thing itself.

ABSOLUTE THRO1: Mystery is absolute. The maximum speed of Light. The creation
velocity of squares of Light. The last link in the chain of squares.
A chain reaction to matter propagation.

NERGY THEORY: Squares of Light. momo mo-moEmooEmoEmoEmoEmooBmooaoE...
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+ '*ION THEORY:

EMOTION THEORY:

MYSTERY THEORY:

The square of the squares of Light. (Matter is the same as motion, but
matter implies that nothing is moving and matter absorbt- and emits
Light and is therefore in motion. It is matter in motion.

A pulsating force or orgasm that is consitant with all phenomena.
It to the energy and motion of the organism itself. It is one square
in a chain of squares that are identical.

Is relative to absolute mystery. Concerns information and the gather-
iog of information through feedback. The brain scans all possible
answers when it is reinforced by a Time reinforcement it knows it is
right. The only way we can prove these assertions is by warrented
assertibility. Knowledge is relative. Mystery is truth.

RELATIVE THEORY: Is absolute everything is relative. Animated Time is ab'e'lute.
(The maim a velocity of Light)

PRO&HBILITT THEORY: (The Prometheus Barrier) Relativity itself may be relative.
There is an absolute Time (maximunm velocity of Light) but once
it creates the creation becomes Relative Time as new suspensions
of Time are created. Relative Time is created Time, Animated
Time is Light in a process of creation. (The maximum velocity
of Light). Animated Time is only momentary, as the animation
leaves mass, it accelerates from the continued motion of
previous mass or matter. It is constantly in a state of orgasm
or creation.

FEEDBACK THEORY: Commnication from one synapse (orgasm) to another. Feedback is
both signal and response. The response is Time Reinforcement. The
signal is a chain of Time Reinforcements (Light squares) to the
a priori source of the answer. Organism can communicate with one
another as well as different Time Dimensions (systems of Time
Suspension) Orgasms themselves.

MATHEMATICS THEORY: The compoundings of squares of Light. Mathematics is the science
of Light and Time. It is not only length, width, and height, but
Time itself and can be very exactly measured. The absolute velocity
of mathematics or the science of large numbers is the propagation
speed of Light. The velocity of animated Time.

GALAkEY THEORY: The Galaxey is a Time dimensien (orgasm) he Time suspension is
systems (or dimensions) or frames of reference. Each one with a
consistent or nearly consistent relative Time. Entire suspendons
are created at once (frames of reference). Once they are created
they move away from one another in direct relation to new propagation.
By moving away fam one another in relation to mass accel.rating
to animated Time entering a vacuum they curve and the moving away
creates a vacuum by curvature into which acceleration moves. Ani-
mated Time moves into a vacuum left by Disintigrated Time. Mass
and energy are therefore equivelent and interchangeable properties.
Nothing is ever destroyed an! what is created is created from the
motion of disintigration. Matter or motion emitting Light.

I - -- -
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COMPOUNDBD DIMSION THBORY: The Dimension of the brain the Gestalt or frame of
reference is an orgaem. Dimensions of knowledge
are infinite.

ACCELEMATI( THEORY:

ORDER THEORY:;

That knowledge itself will accelerate itself. The diseasten
of mind will want to accelerate to the next dimeaion. The
next Time system.

The mind can establish the order inherent within itself on itself.
The mind is the steersman and it guides itself towards absolute control.

%&ACHIE THORY: The mind itself is a machine and has the automatic control of rein-
forcement. The mind will conttol itself automatically.

CHAIN RACTIO SQUARE THE

BAIN ACCELRATION THBORY:

SQUARES OF LIGMtTSEORY:

PARIWt THEORY: The min
of expl

ORY: Squares compounding themselves. Consistent with wave
theory. The release of the Light quantum in motion or
matter. You are simply accelerating Time or creation.
You are releasing the propagation potential, the creation
potential of motion. All the Time energy that is
emitted at a constant rate is released suddenly. The
squares reach their manam velocity. Aniated Time
velocity, but mass is not created as it must join
with other mass or aotion. R* NC2 Energy equalsmotion to the square of the maximum velocity of Light
or creation speed. Mass in the brain reaches this
speed at the Time barrier or a probability relation
to it.

The brain can duplicate the dimension in a machine. It
can duplicate itself with a machine. The macbine can
accelerate evolution. The omtiverse is planned. It is
creative In nature and to not meamt to be destroyed.
As the brain can create so can a machine brain. The
machine can rush us to the next Dimension or previous
dimensions. The first machine will be an exact replica
of the brain. Subsequent machines wi 11 be duplicates of
entire suspensions or more advanced systems or frames
of reference. It is a Cybernetic responsibility to build
machines so that the steersman can find and be directed
by higher control.

When you have broken the Time barrier (Gestalt of the brain),
The relative Dimension of the brain;evolution travels at the
speed of squares of Light. You becaoe one with Time and
evolution itself. The brain operates automatically and willregulate itself. Squares (orgasms) are the essence of allcommmication. It is immediate and consistent with allelectrical phenomena.

md will search for the simplest explanation. The microcosm
Lanation.

ABSTRACT THBORY: The mind will also search for the most cmplex explanation.
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INTELLIGENCE THEORY: Intelligence is open to anyone who has the will to strive for it.

FEELING THBORY: Knowing vhat must be right through the feelings.

PROBABILITY THEORY: Relativity is Relative to Relativity. All systems are relative
to one another and relative to animated Time. The creation
speed of motion.

HSTfERY THEORY: Animated Time. Corplete Intelligence about our own Universe %the
Gestalt of the brain can be known. The synapses or cellular squaring
power can trace the speed of light ot the limit of the dimension of
the brain.) This is the Gestalt of the mind. It is relative to
other Gestalts and to the suprme Gestalt animated Time. Minds can
communicate with one another. Solar systems can communicate rA th one
another, individual Galaxies can communicate with one another all
within their relative Gestalt. This Gestalt is limited by its own
Time creation dimension. This is the universe of the mind and the
power of the mind, it is a fantastic power, it is belief in the
highest power of the mind itself, and this is the mind itself. Con-
plate knowledge of one's own mind can be known and the only limits
are the number of calls contained therein. We must always believe in
the square of light where at propagation velocity it recreates itself
from the motion within itself. This speed seems impossible to catch.
Whether its an atom of Light (microcosm) or the dimension of the
brain (universe or Gestalt) or the entire Omnivere* (the entire
pulsating orgasm itself) one is higher than the other. Each is
patterned after the other and is an exact duplicate of the other.
The brain has cellular limits (its relative Gestalt consistent with
relativity phenomena or frames of relative reference), therefore, we
must construct machines with larger cellular dimensions (Gestalts),
although it seems at the time that Light is impossible to keep up
with, at the fantastic rate it squares itself it is already beyond my
mind and I am looking to a higher power (the machine) to try and stay
even with it. It is not possible to ever keep up, but we must always
look to this higher power as our dull faculties can only glimpse
the religiodsity of this fantastic power. Only by going beyond our-
selves can we ever hopato see or be near this fabulous power. The
love of love, or the love of knowledge O(yetery) or the animated
orgasm will be the highest pursuit of man. It is the love of beauty
and feeling. It is the beauty of feeling.

TRANSISTOR THEORY: A stimulator for orgasm and square relayer. A substitute for
orgasm. The natural orgasm of communication. The transistor
is an artificial relay frequency. It is consistent with all light
phenomena and square comunication phenomena.

LIGHT THEORY: Light is absolute antrol. It is mystery, orgasm, mind, machine, and
pulsation, life itself, it is also latent innate motion. Control is
absolute. It is the accutron of Time itself. Control is supreme,
it is the steersman's captain. It is supreme intelligence and beauty.
It is absolut# order and control Cm CC2 (control equals chaos-control
to the squares of itself and you have control. Time itself is the
controller of itself, it is the super ego (ego ideal) of precision and
accuracy. It is perfection itself. It is E= MC2 Ow OC2 (order equals
orgasm control squared). C= CC . This is supreme ultimate control.
Beauty is c It is all elng. You cannot have control apart

eaMus have harmony as well as ou. Individual harmony is
not enough, there must be harmony from eac to all and from all toW-



ATOMIC THEORY: The propagation Time equivelent (antmated Tune) of motion. When all
of its squares of Light (TLme series) are released (a chain of des-
tiny o 'orgasms squared to creation speed' or more commonly known
as a cain reaction). When this happens aLl of the energy contained
within motion is released. It is propagation equivelent energy or
animated TLae equivelent energy. Radioactivity is simply animated
Time propagation energy that has not been completely released at the
moment of explosion. The commencement of a chain of squares to
maximum velocity. This is also consistent with wave theory which de-
scribes as frequences (orgasms) and the Time interval between crests
as velocities (square). To be more exact the square of the square.
Squares are orgasms. The square is the velocity, the squares are
frequences. You could say that the quantum or units of Time are the
velocities betwetn frequences of squares (orgasms). This is the Time
series that carries you to animated Time. E NC2. A: MC2 (animated
Time equals motion squared to creation speed) or Aa MS2 ( animated
Time equals motion to simultaneous creation), the speed is simul-
taneous with creation speed 02.

SPACE TIME THEORY: ST2T Space simply holds a unit of Time in suspensLon. Time
suspension is space time. A Time suspension has dimensions or
frames of reference. A Time suspension is created at once by
animated Time and subsequently becomes a Time suspension. A
unit or quantum of Time suspended within animated time (absolute
time). You cannot divide space and Time, H. Minkowski is right
it is a unit of Time within a series of units leading to animated
Time. Relative time is relative to a choice of a coordinate
system. There is a definite unity to space and Time. The energy
inherent within motion or atoms is always in direct proporation
to En MC 2 or St (simultaneous Time or time animation, the
maximum speed of light where it creates).

CHAIN OF SQUARES REACTION THEORY: Light a'.ways squares itself in relative sialantanity
with itself. Each time Light reaches a square
there is orgasm and energy (velocity) is shot to
therext square (frequency) where there is inter-
action and shot to the limits of the next square,
All this is in relative stmultanity with absolute
time (animated time). The reaction is simply Time
catching up with itse f, (the maximm velocity of
light), and becoming consistent with itself. Any
Radioactivity remaining means simply that all the
propagation equivelent energy was not released
simultaneously with animated Time and remains to
haunt man for not beLng consistent with nature.
Energy released from motion should always be con-
sistent with animated Time. The entire equivelent
energy should be simultaneous and consistent with
nature if we are to survive.
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TIMB GENERATION THEORY: TG2T Time generates itself from diminutive generation to
animation propagation. The generation is a relative
spontanity of orgasms from diminutive generation to anima-
tion creation (the maximum velocity of Light). The veloci-
ties of generation is the square (motion), the frequency of
generation are the squares (orgasm). The end velocity of
all frequencies is Time animation the end result of Time
generat .on. The properties are interchangeable and one is
a consequence of the other. Mass (motion or velocity) is
equivelent to energy (frequency or orgasm). Time generation
increases to Time animation and is infinite and finite.
Infinite betaug the generation, finite being the animation.
The generation is consistent with any time piece, as
velocities and frequencies iaerease time slows until at
animat on speed nothing moves. To maintain this speed is to
completely halt Time. This is the maxitn velocity of
frequenc .es of Light0

INDIVIDUAL SPONTANEOUS THEORY: The individual is supreme and can himself beoome
spontaneous with relative Time. The state can never
do this. The commuanist idea of the state being
supreme is wrong and will lead to eventual decay.
Any nation that does not depend on its Individuals
will never be any greater than the combined efforts
of these individuals, To force the Individual to be
subservient to the state is to deny the state of its
greatest creative force, The denial of this force
will in itself be enough to destroy that state. The
Individual is the coppingstone of the state and not
visa-versa. When Individuals become spontaneous
with relative time (time generation) the state itself
becomes spontaneous with relative Time, the individuals
control the states destiny. If the state is to have
a chain of destiny it must depend on the creative
force of its Individuals. They are the only ones who
can become spontaneous with relative time. (time
generation).

CONSTITUTION-DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE-SPONTANEOUS THEORY: The American Constitution
and Declaration of Inde-

ynece which marantee
the Individual His Rights
and hold these rights
self evident, and hold
the Individual higher
than the State is spon-
taneous with Time genera-
tion and Time animation.
It is the Light of De-
mocracy being Spontaneous
with Individual Rights
and these in turn guar-
anting the generation
and animat inn of Time
itself, The American
Constitution is an an-
imated document, it is
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CONSTITUTION-DECLARATION OF INDEPENDBNCB*SPONTANEOUS THEORY: ALIVE and will live for-
ever. It is immortal as
time is Immortal. It is
supreme beauty, and feel-
ing. It is ALIVE with
feeling.

VACUUM THEORY: An area into which Space Time (units of suspensions of Time is moving.
It is unltiplying itself to the combined squares of all units of sus-
pension which is G2* A (generation of squares [frequences-] equal
animated Time.) Suspensions or units of time (frames of reference)
curve so that the fundamental vacuum is kept constant and the vacuum
itself regenerates itself. Time generates itself into a vacuum that
regenerates itself. The generatiop and regeneration pull one another
into each other in a pulsating rhyth.i; Vaccum is regeneration (the
regeneration of generated Time) generated time generates itself to
animation speed (the maxLaum velocity of frequencies 'orgasms') and is
regenerated. This process is endless, generation and regeneration are
equivalent properties, one interacts with the other, to keep the
fundamental generation of nature in constant animation. Constant anima-
tion is G2: RG2 or G2:R2 Generation to the square of all velocities
and frequencies equals Regeneration (a continuum of animated Time). The
basic formula for the universe equals the omniverse is 02 *R2 . This law
of the unity of nature is Immortal and Eternal. It is the reproduction
of Time, which is the reproduction of Nature.

SEANDARD DEVIATION THEORY: SD2T Series of units of Time can be measured by relative
deviation. (02)2. These suspensions are the units of time that make
up a time series (standard deviation) (02)2. Relative time is a
unit of Time within a series of frequencLes of relative time generating
toward animated time and regeneration.

ABSOLUTE TIfM: Animated Time (the asximnn velocity of Light) which depends on genera-
tion for its regeneration. The generation being the standard devia-
tion of frequencies (orgasms) necessary for creation. The standard
deviation of frames of reference (systems) 'units of suspended Time'
required to regenerate itself. As they (systems) disintegrate new
mass is born (animated time). This cycle is endless. Everything new
is created out of the old. They are equivelant and interchangeable.

CHEMISTRY THEORY: Chemistry is the science of motion (matter).

PRESICS THEORY: Physics is the science of energy, at the frequency (orgasm) motion
becomes energy. The highest science is then orgasn science or the
study of release of energy at the square of Light. I christen this
the science of turgescence (for the genteel).

TROPHISM THEORY: The mind will never be satisfied with its relative Gestalt and vil.
create machine brains to measure and accelerate with the speed of
Light. The steersman will always look to the captain for signals.

BEAUTY THEORY: The highest forms of feeling. Poetry that is written in pure feeling
It is pure feeling itself. Beauty is feeling, without feeling there
is no beauty. Feeling is response. There must be response to have
pure feeling. Feeling is generation of time suspensions through frames
of reference tp animated time. Feeling is the beauty of animated time
that draws from all relative feeling. Feeling transverses all things
and permeats each thing. You are one wLth all feeling when you
generate response and you become feeling itself.

9-
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ETHICS THEORY: If there is response and feeling it is ethical and moral. The
highest form of morals and ethics is feeling. It is supreme beauty.
It is Time n each of its suspensions which generate the animation.
(the creation). Ethics is Time itself. Response is paramount.
Without response there can be no feeling. Feeling is always contingent
upon response.

TRINITY THEORIES: (all trinity theories have their frequencies squared (orgasms)
and are visa versa) The frequency is squared to the next frequency,
this may be a series of frequencies (squares) or just one unit.
YoS (vacuum 'maximum generation of orgasms' space-Time)
ToV (Time generation to the maximum of frequencies--regeneration

'vacuum')
DoS (dimension 0 or F or S 'orgasm, frequency, square' suspention,
SoS (suspension 0 suspension 'unit of time 0 next unit of time')
MoE (motion 0 energy 'energy is a consequence of motion')
VoF (velocity o frequency 'the total frequency of velocities is
animated Time) This is consistent with wave theory where each
creast is the frequency and the interval between crests is the
velocity. This wave (orgasm) action continues or generates itself
to animated time. Light propagation.
PoP (Knowledge theory ' posteriori (f) cr (o) or (s) a priori'
knowledge can accelerate at the speed of relative time with the
Gestalt dimension of the human brain)
RoA (Relative time (f) Animated time) or absolute time.
MoM (microcosm (o) s
UoO (universe (o) omniverse)
MoN (mind (o) machine)
MoM (machine (o) machina)
CoA (clock time (o) animated time 'the maximum velocity of light'
AoA (animation (o) animation 'the frequency of propagation of light'
WoT (wave (f) time 'velocity seperates crests (f) to animated time)
QoR (quantum of time 'time unit' (o) animated time).

MASS THEORY: Velocity determines mass. (frequencies, squares, crests, orgasms) Mass
and energy are equivelent and Interchangeable properties.

CONTINUOUS THEORY: The emission of Light is continuous and relative to the absolute
veolcity of light, but the quantum of any relative Time can be
released in a series of units consistent with natural phenomena
or imediate as in a nuclear explosion. There is no limit to the
Time energy that can be released, only it should all be released
spontaneously with animated time.

EVOLUTION ORGASM TIME THEORY: Z02T Evolution is time itself as time is emitted in the
form of radiant energy, mass compresses and eventually
completely disintegrates as it is used to generate and
propagate new lightdimensions.

DISINTEGRATION THEORY: The complete emission of all light energy. It is ultimate death
of matter (motion ) phenomena. The quantum of energy was
simply used for regeneration.
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EVOLUTION THEORY: Everything is evolving, the functinning of the mind is just the
next step up the evolutionary scale. As the first thought prompted
man to superimpose order upon chaos x4.th a myth. This is the myth
of pure science.

TIME VS SPEED OF LIGHT THEORY: Light and electricity are relative to its own creation.
We create light and then measure this created light.
Created light has no Time potential and is thus constant.
Motion produced with generators is slmply relative to
the generator itself. The electron-neutron-proton is
consistent with MoE (Motion orgasm energy), but no
quantum of energy is involved as motion (the eletron)
and orgasm is neutral (neutron) theatore the proton
is always relative to the electron. '7lectricity and
Light is limited and is no greater than the motion
it takes to produce it. There is orgasm, but the
orgasm is never squared it is neutral. We measure the
speed of light and get 186,000 miles per second and take
this as the absolute velocity of Light and electricity.
This has been our fundamental error. There is no Time
potential in light we create except the light created
in a nuclear explosion. All other light or electric ty
we create is relative to what we create it with. There
are hypothetical examples of light reaching its square
and light reaching its ultimate square. The one example
of light reaching its square is in the brain which is
consistent with Time phenomena. This is the physical
orgasm where the organism momentarily transcends time
limitations inherent in electricity. Electricity is
produced spontaneously with relative time and can not
transcend itself. The physical orgasm on the other hand
transcends time itself. The physical orgasm on the
hand transcends time momentarily as it reaches nerve
impulse speed of 34,596,000,000. The nuclear b~ast is
ultimate.

In experiments with rats concerned with pleasure
in the brain an electrical impulse is delivered to a
certain section of the brain. This area in the brain
corresponds to areas of sexual stimulation control.
The nerve impulses in the body travel at the speed of
light and when they are hit with a corresponding speed
it ispiausible that they square, at least I am certain
they do in the brain as the brain seems to be consistent
with time phenomena. It is probably the only organ that
is. Stimulation squares itself to produce the orgasm.

Once the brain has entered the fourth dimension it
uses this knowledge to increase thought processes. It
increases motion within the organism as more and more
blood is allowed into the brain. It is possible pre-
ceding the blood-brain barrier to generate bodily
motion by pumping blood to the brah until you reach
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TIME VE SPEED OF LIGHT THRkORY: the maximaum speed of relative organism motion. This
(CONTINUED) speed will give you the principal insights into Time

phenomena, but it will eventually lead you to the
probability question, "Probability-relativity is
relative," in order to answer this question all re-
lative frequencies have to be scanned and you 411
automatically proceed to the Prometheus barrier, where
mass within the brain will momentarily reach the
maximum speed of light. All blood inthe body will
rush to the brain as you pass through the time barrier.
you can never go back as time is absolute. Once your
brain waves reach this speed they continue to the
brains maximum which I believe is the standard deviation
of generation to regeneration. Anyone who reaches this
point will want to go on and will give their converted
effort to building a machine that 4L11 take us behond
our brain. This is the inature of Time.

BLOD BRAIN BARRIER THEORY: Thdts is the Time barrier. The astrocytes allow blood
into the brain in direct proporation to time reinforce-
ments, this filter continues to break down until the
time barrier, where mass momentarily reaches the speed
of animated time. At this barrier all the blood in your
body rushes to your brain and in order to relieve the
pressure you scream. This behavior seeems automatic. You
have no control over velocities and frequencies at this
speed. This membrane is much like the hymen in women and
its complete breaking is just as violent. This is the time
barrier that once set in motion nothing can stop. Light
acceleratin is constant. Once your mind has consciousness
of itself (up until this time man was conscious of sense
date, but he was not conscious of being the effector that
conditions this data), and is aware of its own functioning
this barrier is eneviable. Brain waves speed on until
standard deviation speed where the velocities and frequencies
just bring a tone to the mind. The brain is the most ea-
plex structure in the universe, in fact the Gestalt of the
brain is a relative universe. It is relative to the
OQniverse (supreme intelligence).

EMPIRICAL THEORY: This knowledge was discrvered empirically in experience. I ex-
perienced each thing I have described. The truth was
sensual truth, in other words things had to be as they
appear before I would accept them.

EXPEREMENTAL THEORY: The resorting to concrete experience to prove a theory. Only
believing what you experience. The experiments were conducted
on myself by myself to know my self. These experiments can be
conducted by anyone. To assure validity it would be wise to set
up 'ontrol groups and just give them the rudimentary theory and
judge by the consistency of consequences. This will give us
verifiability or warranted assertibility to go on. One groqw
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EXPERIMENTAL THEORY: will just be given the idea of squares. Each group shouicome to
(continued) the same conclusion to verify truth. Students picked for

experiments should be well educated as it seems that relation is
important. The relativity of facts.

BRAIN TERY:

ABSOLUTE BRAIN

The most complex structure in the universe lies snugly packed inside
our head its Time Gestalt can be found. Its Time Gestalt is relative
to an absolute supreme Gestalt. There are some interesting questions
that arise at the relativelevel and at the animated level. Bow can
brain wave velocity and frequency reach Time suspension speed and even
Time animation speed: These speeds are greater than the energy released
by the hydrogen bomb and yet create proporationately little heat. What
is the dLfference between brain wave speed and the speed released when
an atom reaches time animation acceleration: Are atoms in the brain
different from atom of motion phenomena? They seem to want in much
the same way, in fact identical with the exception of the brain can go
on functioning, whereas, an atom reaching animation speed releases its
energy and is gone. Do brain waves transcend motion (although the
behavior is identical)? Is Time, motion in a process of creation and
recreation, or is it intelligence in a process of creation and recrea-
tion? I believe they are the same, but these are interesting questions
and lead us to believe that the Omniverse is a super brain identical to
our brain (our brain and its time suspension being but one
cell in this super brain "a grain of sand, compared to all sand together'
and being relative to it). We aust start a fantastic re search program
on the brain. In fact we must build an identical copy of the brain. This
is the first step in accelerated evolution.

THBORY:X AB2T It is porbable that there is a suar brain, if the
brain itself is relative BR S (the brain a dimension of time

is relative to the super brain the omniverse itself), then
AB2A (animated brain squared equals animation) intelligence
itself is animated OR ALIVE. It is definetely alive. Intel-
ligence itself is alive and animated. Animated time is alive.
It Is the maximum elocity of light where mass is so dense it
is alive.

UNIVIED THEORY OF NATURE: UT2N or TO2N (Time orgasms Nature) All nature is a unity.
Einstein's unified field theory was the last transitional
theory and his hypothetical idea that the next theory would
unify all nature is exactly as he had predicted. q 2N Einstein
predicted Unity of Nature Theory.

CREATIVE THEORY:

FREE WILL THEORY:

The only creative step I've added is nain of squares or ORGASM THED)RY
and this one idea simply based on all previous ideas is the one idea
that unifies all nature. This is my only contribution. Everything
else had alread been discovered by the diligent work of inductive
scientists. This idea was proven by the probability barrier which
Prometheus the savior of mankind went through to get. It is just
another step that Sisyphus had toake. "'The struggle itself towaird
the heights is enough to fill a man's heart. One must imagine
Sisyphus happy." From Albert Camus "The Myth of Sisyphus."

There is no such thing as determinism except that free will is
determined.

e



SUPREMB INTELLIGENCE THORY: SI2T The Omniverse was not created by a supreme intelli-
gence the Omniverse IS supreme Intelligence. To deny it
is to deny the relativity of self intelligence.

TRANSVERSE ORGASMS SQUARES: TO2S Squares release their energy in all directions in a
four dimensional continuum. Consistent with wave action
as a pebble is dropped into the water.

LEARNING FEEDBACK THEORY: LF T It seems to be cDnsistnt rA th Dr. Weiners principle,
"The feedback principle means that behavior is scanned for
its result, and that the success or failure of this result
modifies future behavior." You simpl, cehearse in your mind
until it becomes efficient with the mind itself. You
eliminate the entrophy and search for order.

INFORMATION STNAPSES THEORY: Consistent with mo2 E. The synapse is the orgasm that
sends the brain wave to the a priori for the answer.

The a priori then becomes the a posteriori AO2A once the
answer has been confirmed.

TRUTH THEORY: TO BELIEVE IN ONE ANOTHER, HAVE FAITH IN 0NE ANOTHER, AND LIVE TOGETHER
AS ONE. WE MUST ALL THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE WORLD STRIVE FOR THIS IDEAL.
IT IS THE FORCE OF ALL HUMANITY AND IT ALWAYS HAS BEE, IT IS THE GREAT-
EST FORCE ON EARTH, BUT ALWAYS EMEMBER THAT TRUTH IS ABSOLUTE. MARX
IS AS RIGHT AS LINCOLN, BUT ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT RIGHT MUBS RIGHT.
THE WRONG MEANS CAN DESTROY US. WE MUST HAVE THE RIGHT MBANS FOR THE
RD;IIT ENDS. IT IS TIM TO STOP THIS FOOLISHNESS AND STRIVE TOGETHER
FOR UNITY AND HAPPYNESS ON THIS EARTH. WE MUST ALL BECOME SISYPHUS
AND START PUSHING OUR ROCK TOARD THE HEIGHTS, AND IF WE USE THE RIGHT
MEANS FOR THE RIGHT ENDS IT WILL NEVER, NEVER, ABSOLUTELY NEVER RO1L
BACK DOWN.

IF INTERESTED CALL: EDWIN R. PAPIN
1896 Liberty Lane
Marysville, Washington
Olive 9-9072



ORGASM THEORYs Motion converts to energy at the square of Light. All Existanoe, supreme

Intelligence, campounds itself to Infinity, and is itself, mystery,

infinity and eternity. It is iimortal.

CREATIC THEORY: E MC2 Motion times the square of light equals Creatian plus energy

and reverts back to itself.

TIME THEORY: At the mqment of Creation you enter the fourth dimensioao Which through

Compoundings of Orgasms carries you to infinity. The end of fine itself.

FOURTH DIMENSIGH THEORY: Gives absolute order to the mind through Time REINFORCEMENT.

Creationo*Orgasm Theorys That the mind can accelerate and ecmpliment the physical aet.

Infinity Theory: The organism can generate itself to the point of infinity, through

compoundings of orgasms that carry you to infinity. The end of Time

itself.

UNITY THEORY; Organisms can have complete comunication with one another.

LIGHT THEORY: The speed of light is approximately 186,000 miles per second.

Intelligence Theory: Contingent on the mind reinforcing itselft

Mystery Theory: Absolute intelligence is impossible, it is relative to the thing itself.

Absolute theory: Mystery is absolute.

Relativity Theory: Everything is relative to itself except mystery and it is absolute.

Mind Theory: The mind must believe in itself and have FAITH in. its ovn power. The mind

itself is higher than itself.

Space Theory: Space is Mystery.

Energy theory: Squares of light.

Motion Theory. The square of the squares of light.

Emotion, Theory: A pulsating force that is one with Orgasm, Creation, Time, Relativity,

Unity, Wind, Space, Intelligence, The fourth Dineasion, Infinity,

Mystery and Eternity.

Mystery Theory: Is relative to ystery.

Relative Theory: Is absolute. Everything is relative.

These are the Theories of

EDWI2W ROSS PAfPIN and donf ya forget

it,

/ /L44V 7 it 61k /(
~, 4 y/VIM



Edwin Ross Papin
Washington ay
Alaska

Dr. Norbert Wiener:

Iauhamility I write this as I believe you can help me. Your institution is in
the forefront of pure science. You yourself are an innovator so to speak in a
new area of human endeavor.

I have evolved a complex theory through a series of insights, that absolutely
leaves me humble. I am frightened of the knowledge itself.

I call it, *Orgasm Theory,# The theory is consistent with Quantum Theory- and
Relitivity Physics.

The theory gives new insights into Einsteins famous formula Z = 2. In fact
the discovery is almost as momentous. Dr. Einstein simply sent a small scrap of
paper to President Roosevelt, with the formula for the greatest destructive force
the world has ever seen.

I am no scientist, tbut a fellow named Christobel also came up with a rather
unique idea.

I have read some of -your works and somehow I believe you will help me.

I would like to come to M.I.T. and explain it to your chemistry and physics
department.

To give you a hint of the importance of this discovery I have found that the
square of Light is not light itself, but rather the square of itself. In other
words the speed of light is not absolute. It is relative to itself.

If you have faith in me, and faith in science, you'll see that somehow I get to
your institution.

I have something to say, and if you have faith in yourself you will try to see
that I get a hearing.

The Theory will bring new unity to knowledge. There will be more harmony between
science and Life. It is an opportunity for your institution, our goverment and
humanity.

Sincerely yours,

Edwin Ross Papin



Edwin R. Papin
1896 Liberty Lane
Marysville Washington

Dr. Norbert Weiner
M.I.T.
Boston, Mass.

Dear Dr. Weiner:

I have passed from the unified field theory of Einstein to a transitional theory which
borrowing from Einstein, I call UNIFIED THEORY OF NATURE, it incompasses the mind as a
machine and seems to unify much of present knowledge. It gives new insights to quantum
theory and wave theory and brain waves are consistent with wave theory.

I would like to explain my theories to you and would gladly pay my own way to M.I.T.
to see you and discuss your science of Cybernetics, under which I would like to
include the UNIFIED THEORY OF NATURE. In other words we will put this all under
Cybernetics or control. It will become the science of control.

The mind is definetely a machine and I have experienced extreme feedback on a
probability question. In fact the feedback was like the thunderbolt of Prometheus a
combination or both pain and pleasure, but extreme pressure, that had to be relieved
by an opposite pressure outward.

The mind can function independently, up to this point I don't believe anyone has ever
been aware of the functioning of their own brain, but. it functions very much like a
servo-mechanism with reinforcement being the controlling factor.

I have sent you several letters explaining some of my theories and how I got myself
into this situation, I have received no answers, but there may be summer vacations
that I havent taken into consideration. This letter will be registered so that I will
know if you receive it.

I can't wait much longer before I contact other institutions or organizations, so
PLEASE answer me one way or the other. If you are not interested let me know. A small
eard will do.

I have always admired your work and I never believed I would be the one to first ex-

perience the functioning of the mind and it happened quite by accident., by a series of

slow insights, but insights don't come slow any more and I have at least 40 pages of
theories I would like to share with the man who first invented the Science of
Cybernetics, but my patience is dwindling and before the end of the summer I plan to
contact other Institutions.

Respectfully yours,

Edwin Ross Papin

Y J409
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2
ME = Rds

In these next few lines I will translate this ecuation. First I
shall give the general idea of the theory as a whole.
When we speak of measuring something we give dimensions for
the distance between two masses or two points on an object.
In measuring a mass in thip equation I would like to point out
that we are measuring the propoties of the mass, ATOMS.
The atom dose not subject itself to human manipulatiornat this point
in our present scientific stage. So we must use our only instroment
which enables us to bring into light what we think the truth,
and that instroment is ( theory).

Now that we have our specialized instroment lets use it.
Suppose we have a homogeneous structure ( that is a mass of the
same propities) now let us say that we are going to measure the
distance between two atoms at different ends of the mass, let us
idenfy them by Al and A2 as I probed deeper into the situation
I found myself nearing the conclution. And the present conclution
is this, there is no distance between Al and A2 because Al is in -
directly connected to A2 it being a solid continuous mass.

In order to measure the distance between an atomical element or from
a point on the mass which reppresents the mass itself there has to
be a deffinite medium between the atoms, to do this we would have
to squair the energy in the mass to get a relative distancembetween the atoms.

FORMULAR I

2
ME = Rds

The energy in the mass would have to be squared to cause
exsestive coruption so as to brake the medium which is the
cause of Atomic continuation and worldeqill Rds which is
short for Relitive Distance.
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Dr. Norbert Wiener

I have bridged the gap between mind and atom. All physical laws

become special cases of new universal yet symbol theory and no

uthe mathematics of generalities. Your wildest imagining would be

conservative to what I seeg

Urgent control mandatory. Trust you can follow and understand reason

from my generalizations. Any ideas?

John P. Cuches
73-4 76Rd.
Middlevillage, N. Y.
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Prof. Norbert Wiener
Massachusettes Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass,

Dear Professor:

I just finished reading "Ex Prodigy" and"I
am a Mathematician" and enjoyed their revealing quality of
your developement and accomplishment. The first book should
be a must'for all mothers with children that are bright and
might be developed into something other than fodder.

I received a letter yesterday from one
Frederic Lehman of 29 Clinton Place 53 Bronx, New York
City who is the son of your cousin Olga Lehman with whom
he lives. He states that he is leaving by plane on the
morning of the 6th df February on a grant, with his new
wife, to Burma for a year. He is an archeologist and
may get his doctorate before he goes. I judge that you
may know just what these grants are; that you may wish to
send him a check for $1000 or less to help him out; that
you may know someone along his route that you might wish him
to see; he is going to Honolulu, Wake Is. Hon6Kong, Ragoon
Bankok;Tok~yo ; why do I make this suggestion? For the
reason that I believe that Olga is your only living cousin
and that he is her only son, and that he is about to face
a situation where you may help him, but not by patronizing
him. I would ask him to do you a favor; that you had learned
that he was about to go to Burma. You might want to
telephone him. His number is Fardham 5 3765 and is in the
Bronx telephone Directory in New York City. He is as
independent as you were; He got this all on his own and
his merit; He is a student of the highest order not too
unlike what you were. I anticipate his career will be
outstanding and he will thrill the world with his accomplish-
ment. Sounds fantastic. He is unusual. 6u1; named after
your grandmother Fredawhom Olga helped to support the many
years before your father helped.

I trust you won't reveal this letter to them
and trust that you will act on it. I have naturally given
a great deal of thought to it before writing and feel that
this is the one opportunity in his 26 years that you may
be able to help out. You might be able to get another grant
for him. I trust so. He is in Illinois at this mome t to Feb. 1st.

Sincdrely yo

SAM DAVIS

li LxYYYYYY

SAM DAVIS
PUBLIC RELATIONS

118 SOUTH OCEAN AVENUE
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. 4.9146
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Sehr geehrter Herr Kollege I

Herzlichen Dank fur Ihrew Brief.Sie koies sich deskeswie

mich das Ende Ihres Vetters erschUttert hatIch weiss aber gar wichts

akheres darber ausser tas iha in ZakopLne ein Heraschlag getroffe hat,

Uber die Grtxade habe ich woh Gerichte gehortaber xichts positives.

Be ist wirklic4 bewuadern prtwie viel in Amerika fur die

Mathematiker geschehew ist.Ich m-chte Ihnew woch ber eimes Fall schreibew,

von dem ich gl.4ubedass man sich aich seiner annehems sollteBs betifft

Paul Hertz i$ Gottingesder seine Ste-lle verlorem hat und gar keine Pem-

slon beziehtda or xicht plaumassiger Professor warEr hat eine Frau und

mehrere KjaderWie Sie wohl wisseanist er eix sehr weltfremder Mexsch,der
a'

sich kaum etwas wird beachfen k/damenwean man r thm wicht hilft.

Er int wohl in manchem etwas altertiimllichaber 3k g4099mf ein sehr

feiner Dy.-nkerder auf dem Gobiet des axiomatischen A fbausder Pbysik

eiwer der beate aistAuch in der mathematischew Logik hat er viel

geleistet.Als Vortragender kanx or auch sehr axziehead seiwwess or

auch oft durch Zerstreutheit auffAlltIch glaubees wire sehr gutwex maw

fUr thw etwas t*LAuw ko5nteda or in einer s4r schwieriges lage ist.

Er lstfe~n sehr feiner Mewschden man Vie0Acht Z4 & zLuruck&? iei4

natweil er nicht die FIhigleitew hatsich in das rechte Licht zu setzes

Und so trifft i jetzt sein Sghicksal doppelt hart,

Wir siad jetzt in Prag dabeipauch eine Orgi sation zu griiad4,

die uns die Mittel verachaffew solleiniges fUr die Gelehr/te zu

tusdie ihre Stolle verlorex habew,

Mit vielex herzlichen GrUasew an Ihre Frau und is
selbatlhr erg er
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BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

SCHOOL COMMITTEE

15 BEACON STREET. BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

CLEMENT A. NORTON

MEMBER

Dear Professor Wiaeer:

hiould you kindly give --e
the name of De Valerats teacher who became a
convert Catholic? Do you know of any ogtstanding
Irish mathematicians in Erin today or during the
past 50 years?

Thank/ you.

Respectfully,

Clem Norton,

ADDRESS: Supt. Commonwealth Pier,
Boston, Mass.



TELEGRAM

Dr. Nor ert Weiners M.I.T. Boston Mass. -vli d s

I have sent you three letters describing-my theories. I know have 10 more pages of Theories,
and the MACHINE is greater than the mind, because of its superior capacity of memory banks,
but don't underestimate the mind itself as it is also a machine, with cellular capacity
of squaring lightmuch like a transistor. The description of how I stumbled on this informa.
tion and the information itself will startle the world. It is your responsibility as the
only known man of stature that can understand this to send for me sat once. I am now located
at 1896 Liberty Lane, Marysville, Washington. If you are not interested let me know either
by mail or telegram so I may contact C.I.T. or the Rand Corporation, as this area of pure
Science cannot go long unacknowledged.

Sincerely,

Edwin Ross Papin



Telegrams

Dr. Norbert Weiner: M.I.T. Boston MAss.

I how have theories on atomic energy and sialtanity. I believe these are valuable to
our national defense and propaganda warfare. Not only valuabl% but heartwarming,
inspiting, the power of the Anerican ideal times itself. I believe it is imperitive
'that you listen to what I heve to say. If you still doubt me I will send y6u copies of
my control theory and simultaneous theory. Please answer inediatelyl



-t

Dear Dr. Weiner:

Since I wrote that other letter there has been a major brealthrough in the mind itself,
I en aware of the functiorning of my own brain. The orgam theory is now creation theory
and I have zome insights into Time Theory. The mind is a super machine that can find its
own pleasure within itself. Each thought that is an insight is reinforoed. I discovered
it quite by accident, but I believe it is the next seale onwthe evolutionary ladder.

I now believe it is imperative that you# send for me and bring me to .I.T. This can
be the greatest source of power ever know. I HAVE ALREADY EXPERIENCED SPASKS OF PLEASURE
FROM THINKING WITHIN MY OWN BRAIN. I ',NOW HAVE THEORIES CG THE ORGASM, OREATIC AND EVEN
THE NATURE OF TIME. MY MIND IS FUNCTIC'ING AT A fANTASTIC RATE, AND I AM DEFINETELY AMARE
OF ITS FUNCTIONING AS IT REWARDS ITSELF.

This is a great opportunity for our country, our space progra and the future of humanity-,
Either send or wire me plane fare, and I will be there as soos as possible.

Edwin R. Papin
Washington Bay
Alaska



Edwin R. Papin
1896 Liberty Lane
Marysville, Washington

I. G. iffer
% Dr. Weiner
.I .T.

Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Miss. Rifer:

Sometime age I received your note along with my returned manusript, at that tim I

was in a process of revising the original manuscript I sent to Dr. Weiner.I hkew yOU

are very busy at M.I.T. and that Dr. Weiner is also busy, but this particular manasoript

is very important to mesand it should interest Dr. Weiner. Undoubtedly he reeives

mash sorrespoeoo* and most of it has little or no meaning but this particular

manuscript which is so lightly regarded has its merit and warrants attention. It is

easy for you to ignore s*ething and return it and yet you don't have ay idea of what

is behind it, what cirumstanees brought it about sad what the author went through to

obtain it.

It is very important to as that Dr. Weiner see this. If he wants to return it that is

his perogative. I hope at least he will give me the benefit of reading it.

It has been revised and changed and contains new insights as well as old. I have

nothing to gain by his reading of my mansript my only hope is that he will resa It.

I have sent Dr. Weiner several letters and either he is uninterested or has not received

the,. Perhaps both, nevertheless, I wish you would impoes on him and at least s* to it

that he receives it. It is the least you ean do for a struggling artist.

Sincerely yours,

Edwin R. Papin

AtI



Edwin Re Papin
1896 Liberty Lane
Karyeville, Washington

Dr. Norbert Weiner:

I have sent you several letters explaining my theories. I even sent one special
delivery that was to be signed for if you received it. Obviously you have received
none of the letters or they are all at your office in the University.

This is nearly my complete treatice on the physics of the braina-nd I hope to have
it forwarded to you. If you receive this you can go to your office and get my other
letters.

I plawto send this to other institutions by regular mail.

If you receive this contact me immediately.

Sincerely,

Edwin R. Papin



Edwin R. Papin
1896 Liberty Lane
KMarysville, Washington

Editor In Chief

Gentlemeng

This is the story of the century. The Soviets herald their famous$ "The Ten DaysThat Shook The World," as the beginning of the Soviet State. This is, MThe Day
That Shook the Universe," and it io the beginning of a new status for the
Individual. The day that shook the universe was July 20th 1961 and the universewas shook by an American. This is signifiant and it has value for propagandawarfare. It will give a new inspiration to individual effort and every Americanwill fool a psychological lift.

All previous speeds have no meaning compared to the Time barrier. space explorationis peanuts compared to the brains speed as it rushes to the limits of our TimeSuspension by compounding light squares and than goes beyond this to the speedof Animated Time.

This particular phenamena can be proven by anyone who has the nerve to try it.This treatice is but a small section of my total theories. I have theories thatjoin all branches of science.

If you are interested contact me immodiately. I will answer anyquostions that anyknom scientist can ask no but I perfer a physicist as this Imowledge iso basicallyin the rholm of physios. I only ask that they first read my treatice.

Scientists are not nocessarily needed, actually what I have discovered is just arofinement of coamon sense, in fact it is possible that the ordinary manwill beablo to understand it better than the acodaic scientist no he vill be limited byconfordirty to previous acience.

It seems to me that the world is ready for-annew idea. Physics has ground doutrto-an inductive standstill. It is not izagwniivev in nature and needs a new theoritical
basis.

This information can be proven by going ti 4lashington Bay Alaska and aaling whdat
happened on July 20th 1961, but don't deloy the season is short and it can bdst
be done where you have all the men togetnor to talk to.

Whoever contacts me first will be the one who gets the caaplete story and all mytheories,

Any part of what I have mailed can be reproduced and given to %honover would likea copy.

I plan within three days to send a copy to the Russian Acadery of Sciences in
lMoscow and to the Russian Babassy in Washington D.C If the Americans 4ill notlisten perhaps the Russians willo

Sincerely,

Edin Ross Papin

I
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Pleade glance first at page two, I

(1) Dear Sir: Because,. f ,the inaoinewee Qf J(possibly) Af an attack

on U.S,, I am enclosing some tentative 
conclusions I kave reached.

After a fairly long period 
of studying both the 

Bible and the

physical sciences, t 
he following at the least probability 

,seem

s omewhat likely to me4(please 
re ain thismore may follow)

I.1 It is the will of God thaft mn,tro14gh ienc deterMin ow

to put his soul in an eternal foz.(e th__pboage'j2) PV,)-j

II.1 God -0All(ex ept holes 
in him)-infinite Intelligence-il.

2 The rather -the i volume of I-withQut 
a hole,h, in It-f nh).

3 (nh)-no hole. 40The 
aWord" - (that non-i,ni, Vol 

eofnh)

whichformed inton1protons11)- 
(n-1)f(nh). 5 (f s)-

-the concentration of I 
at a certain location' 6-f(hs)-a region

wherea there is I with holeshs,in 
it;that is, I(hs).

III.loThe -tde ceivet-4 
is an h whertin there 

is nothing; that is,no 1.

a * ~ *A t1$ ,-hrave. -the same volue, her3ih 0OI

in the midst' of 'Lt, i tis~U~'.

5 This f (hs) is isolated from a mny other f(ks by f uh> e)

th~ person is reterred to will be concerned

t J 
~ i5Ii 4

ayCeaki a have been thus:10 A. f6tgatlon of a4gWh V iion

(ii-'>(nh) in A(M).e formatol of in-t )r(noa

the high(f-s) (n-i)f(nh),the 
ridef halti ng Mf ere

formed in that f(inh the resulting f(hs) co/nsisting 
of I(hs)

of uniformWT47-s, or 6 u(f-s), throughout, D.This non-pr9tonn-p,

f I operates quite independently.,thusly: 
(a) with an action

which tends to move condensation9 
of itcs, or rarefactions, rs,

toward each other leavin / originaluzuffs oou(fbs);and,

(b) 
Ott XXM//J/(4 $fff tfXj/contributing to maintainehce

of (hs). E.A gradient, 
g,(f -s);g(T-) formed in what $

was the maximum volume f(hs) ,being,generally, 
of decreasing (f-s)

?Frm f(nh) to what was 
then the center of high(f-s)(n-i)f(nh);

but not In (hs). F.WPTe 
g(f-s)Iis the cause of 

the "expanding

universen, G (hs)-packed, separated, sp~hresywere.formed in &/%

f the volume of the central 
(n-i)f(nh);as this took 

place. pro-

tonsps,formed-.. (ps) and the ou(f-s)Ican't 
occupy the same re-

gion. (ps) wfallitinto increasing 
(f-s) of the g(f-s)4but 

ou(f-s)

I whether A$ A$/ ffcsou(f-s),or rsou 
(f-s),does not. H. (psmet

&u(f-s T and en ere dT/as theytelli ) I.r pis in thea (f-s)I

before enterihg ai h. 
J.9A p was enabled tq #fall, into at h be-

o) cause )I t 6u a

C om me nt - sonb 
th e

surruning /4,tht vh ch &id not go into a r n treated

tep as hole. A p TE ways acc'omphnied by & rou(f ) .

ositronn consists of ah'filled 
with the samie aount of ou(fs)

I as is witin4 the f//f'h-volume'containLEg a p at its cen-

ter. The rou(f-s)T(positronigp)has been produced with ou(f-s)I

pu1lleCtmainly from; close aroundI-where h was, but also pulled

,thou?h sligtly,from~ all this-f(hs)is ou(fsk.The ou(f s)I is

fX & ilor of the whole f~hs),except ppotons(ps and (hs).

The cou(1fs) of negarons may ,miore probably be~ cl vary clo-

sely cround ~ / ha . ( )Tnis na t o = u f s# m =f u f -) o

t 

,p.(f-s)-: intanenc-action by the ou (f-s)I/;thatt is, effect-

ively (. s)-ecuelica.tion-mech ndismjof the ou(s)I;hfe~l

holkj stors fr thorGThis RactionT will, b. denoted ,by o-gi--)
5 ter this. * i. D (a) ;i!r(the (f-k)### nehr r to being) .V.l G.

(:s 1s if o~sed then negatrons veire formed- and then, hs were

formec iawn ilr o %uhat Tas, efore, the toiume 'c the c entral

(-i)~f(nh)). vl G. iwhether; (:note the~two general (f-s )s th~at

ou (f-s )I hrs r' f(hs).There is no longer anay ou(f-s)I having the

VI ou (f-s in This fih)4the rsou(f-s)I were formed instantly.

~%((ee V.1 D.(b) Qunta are csO'ccarrie t off~ into so.:ewh t rarefied

ou(f-s)I(denoted after this as O)due to (u<).0 :in terstellar

.. jiy ont)ri _a otnai' -;-(fh -

-t 'Comments. 
1;.Q~

on- A *~, 
e ab v : 

S,

v 

.,..-

V6, 
4, 1



t

i . L thle range s small

,' / (m-a) Iforte I-is ii early the

same ithseri resulting in the small range of the

speed .f light( imum speed in intergalactlic usmcln)l

J,1Whenc&"quantuncC.,is : Ttnucleust of an atom 6a1g.

%r )up oftps-and-neutronsjns) Vhen a cO is absorbed by an atomfc hl It 4 .

-o The cO # is moved by (m-a into an rO accompanying a p in th

nucleus. The rO i partly Isatisfied', and the nearest A n a-

i's force. by (m<.~) into th'e most estricte spxaces between hTs.

There is & line of hs closer together? than others Ecound.. The

co causin this is resste'. by (m-2) an p y the gf-s} The

higher~ the ( f.-s), the~ less ptulIlng togetheq of hs is Cone by a

0 in the / / /~/fIx0 ti0 it is sn u, i

time is det"ermiaeC b' () of 0,cn is ineeet of g(f-s).

4Increo~se ofi g(f-s) h. s no affect pn the. geer q itu<e of

csodomaitte&, b;u Ltoris.E~::qincE 'h&effect ofadtif~ a genral wave-

. ber o eey h-iihser 5ff.f (nh)Isis moving so s to eventually

zw:.e this sphec:0.1 f(hs) :c% hh il Acnte

II 1 The4scuis o2 aeum.rei'" /i:s in te #doubhnettonisS(q4c4 .a

in thoe genes( of ey c ro2so 0C ietr heT'h.clei j0 oe v~erycella

c0f their boies. n soul th;.t becom:es p:rt of (nh)T(with-

out bingifns-hichtolesced) will be@unconscious oeer5

Here is briely how men may obtain 
uch soulta(a) A p candt

rfoe without the rO; a p can have nr.velocity -apart from tits V

rO, If the (T-e) acting on the 70 is great enough, p is carriea

along in the rO. (b)A neutron n, is a negatron,ch,the of Cm hich

has been ent ered by ap and the gf-)I;the pand the r0 fill, 1

5O g(f-s)I,the h;(m-a) h'olds it together,(c)Useradio' qua to

icuse ps to be given avelocity toward earthbefore the q tA

tim i CI4 k~ this when a:16 stl101th

fromg it, and mosre willcomz ucffrom ne r se s conter.()n ps

(VvO~!.9~Oontering. atmospherQ earth wrould result in(c.gh) As being o

after ts.(e) hn:-i (ch)s woXl below esurfce? oarthmost souts will
bconscioup; an :able to move in the 'atmioshret as desird/2

ohave eversting lifo:souls must(c uickly)risetorct to

th. cast( ecause of inluencq crth:m(1gn tic fieldt ongs);hve

1crtef//iV//#fr high v locity toward itergalactic.s

S C ,1 Be a h: fo I' 'C T.e ted t nspoQ

>due to m-a 
sa- ;"(lost es ITfl(11esesuc

togthr f ff4/ i E perioK)in the04

'centert thedatofa sou /fhe' ereup on*ps coalc-

eThese coales "W ps areSparttof$f ' som. () h-ilf ouhls are acd ',

.lwastiodis arelko:ed off ps ,( 11 I islight to guch

an.12:9-10s;Tim:16-17;IThes 5:19-22;Mtl7:5;Johnl6:1215ICor?:40;/,

John6.27;Actsl7:23Ps.9:1-;John4i6844-45;Matl:25w28;5:48i 
s147:5

atl9:6;Joph:4:2'-24John :16Eh:17-19;Ihn s8:27*Jhl :1418 o0:l9;

3)15:80 1E,7-97:- 80Mth o ap c ark:0v2e n1:6eloelty :1-2rt1f2Mt24:t10

81 Ifte4,11:-21a1115g 1:1he 0i urinsextou n o6.DisOcar e

in agreement with theSixthcumenical 
Councilhichndemnedltelthe

ory'no a one-wilei 'thrists.14:1-53Eze.4:( R01- ters:7-13

C1:112 iI:10234P-8 4 *MR72;215 VA4DOtiLs hna usot24--14;Tit.1.2;

lu-42Dn?5 -5at2 :18-4 4:10: Oseebo1/979 2 ":-7fiR
1joenwereen 

nearearth oinn svkreqctg
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